
Two Ways of Learning Relaxation, by Shinzen Young

There are two ways of learning relaxation, because there are two
distinct levels at which a person can relax. I speak of top-to-bottom
relaxation versus bottom-to-top relaxation. "Top" refers to the
surface conscious mind, "bottom" the deep unconscious.

Top-to-bottom relaxation is what most people think of when they think
of relaxation. It's voluntary relaxation, like a progressive
relaxation where you make an effort to relax. When a person sits to
meditate I think it is good to do whatever possible to relax the
overall body. I usually try to get an overall sense of the body
relaxing. I call it a "settled-in" sense. For example, I notice that
during sitting sometimes my shoulders will come up, so I'll relax them
as an act of conscious intention.

This form of relaxation, although it's valid and useful, is also
limited, because there are certain things that you can't relax
intentionally, like the kind of intense sensations that come up when
you stub your toe. You can't go through a progressive relaxation, and
just relax the sensations going on in your stubbed toe. And what about
the sensations that go with a stubbed ego? For that type of
phenomenon, it is desirable to learn about a second kind of relaxation
which I call bottom-to-top.

Bottom-to-top relaxation deals with the source of tension which is
deep within the unconscious mind and way out of the range of conscious
control. How can you relax tensions that are not within conscious
control? By observing them with skill. "Skill" means heightened
awareness, a sense of accepting the tension as is. Bottom-to-top
relaxation is an attitude. You watch the tension very, very carefully.
You get very specific in terms of location, shape, flavor, rates of
change, etc. You just keep pouring awareness and equanimity,
awareness
and equanimity on the tension pattern.

That tension pattern is a conduit into the unconscious mind. By
flooding the tension area with the "super-adult" qualities of "witness
awareness" you are helping the unconscious infant/animal levels of the
mind to untie their own "knots". The tension pattern will start to
break up on its own. Paradoxically, the quickest way to have it break
up is to stop wanting it to break up. The attitude of wanting it to
break up adds subtle new knots. For the really deep relaxation, a
person has to be willing to watch tension in a skillful way, without
desiring relaxation.

--Shinzen Young, in an interview with Charles Tart
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